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Abstract. The TerraLink laser communication (lasercom) system was
developed as a cost-effective, high-bandwidth, wireless alternative to fi-
ber optic transmission. The advantages of lasercom over fiber optic ca-
bling are primarily economic. However, free-space lasercom is subject to
atmospheric effects, such as attenuation and scintillation, which can re-
duce link availability and may introduce burst errors not seen in fiber
transmission. The TerraLink transceivers use large receive apertures
and multiple transmit beams to reduce the effects of scintillation. By
designing the lasercom link with sufficient margin for atmospheric attenu-
ation and scintillation, a bit error rate (BER) of 1029 or better can be
achieved. Since we designed the TerraLink transceivers to be eye-safe
at the transmit aperture, each system is range-limited. Link power bud-
gets for the TerraLink systems are presented, and link margin data are
shown that quantitatively describe how the effective laser link range var-
ies in different weather conditions. Since the TerraLink transceivers act
as simple repeaters, they are protocol-independent. Examples of Ter-
raLink installations transmitting wireless fast ethernet (125 Mbits/s), fiber
distributed data interface (FDDI) (125 Mbits/s), asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) (155 and 622 Mbits/s), and Enterprise Systems Connection
(ESCON) (200 Mbits/s) protocol data are presented. © 1998 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(98)00812-5]

Subject terms: laser communication; infrared; link budget; scintillation; ethernet;
fiber distributed data interface; asynchronous transfer mode; ESCON.
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1 Introduction

Free-space laser communication~lasercom! can provide a
line-of-sight, wireless, high-bandwidth, communicatio
link between remote sites. Data is transmitted by modula
laser light in a fashion similar to fiber optic cable transm
sion. Instead of a contained glass channel, however,
laser beam travels through the atmosphere. Laser com
nication has many advantages over other wireless techn
gies, such as microwave or rf spread spectrum. These
vantages include much higher data rates~presently 622
Mbits/s with plans for 2.5 Gbits/s in the future! and in-
creased security because of the laser’s narrow beam~see
Fig. 1!, which makes detection, interception and jammi
very difficult. Because of its superior security, lasercom
ideal for the wireless transfer of financial, legal, militar
and other sensitive information. Another major advanta
of lasercom over rf is that no Federal Communicatio
Commission~FCC! licensing or frequency allocation is re
quired. In some large urban areas or near airports, it is v
difficult or impossible to obtain frequency allocation fo
microwave transmission. Laser communication termin
are also portable and quickly deployable, which make th
ideal for disaster recovery and temporary installations. T
advantages over fiber optic cabling are primarily econom
In most cases, laser communication is an attractive alte
tive to the prohibitive cost of trenching the streets to l
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fiber, the logistical complexity of obtaining right-of-wa
permits, or the recurrent costs of leasing fiber lines. T
primary disadvantage of free-space laser communicatio
its vulnerability to atmospheric effects such as attenuat
and scintillation, which can reduce link availability an
may introduce burst errors. The narrow transmission be
also makes alignment of the laser communication termin
more difficult than the wider beam rf systems. This pap
quantifies the effects of weather and scintillation on t
availability of laser communication. It is important to un
derstand these limitations to effectively use laser comm
nication as a point-to-point wireless connectivity tool.

2 TerraLink Laser Communication System

TerraLink* lasercom systems can provide a full-duple
protocol-independent communication link at data rates
to 230 Mbps at ranges up to 8 km, and at 622 Mbps
ranges up to 3.5 km~Ref. 1!. Diode lasers are used t
transmit the data and the detector is an avalanche pho
ode ~APD! or a p- i -n detector. All TerraLink models are
eye-safe at the transmit aperture. The TerraLink transc
ers use multiple transmit beams and large receive apert
to reduce the effects of scintillation.2,3 Autotracking isavail-
able to compensate for building sway. A serial compu

*TerraLink is a trademark of AstroTerra Corporation.
3143© 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Kim et al.: Wireless optical transmission . . .
interface provides laser output power and receive sig
strength information. There are presently six TerraLi
models of which three were used for this study. The T
raLink 4-155 system provides a line-of-sight laser link b
tween sites up to 2 km apart in clear weather. The data
is adjustable from 10 to 230 Mbps. The TerraLink 4-1
has separate 4 in. diameter transmit and receive apert
The TerraLink 8-155 uses a single 8 in. diameter apert
for both transmit and receive~see Fig. 2!. The maximum
clear weather range is 8 km. To avoid optical crosst
within the single aperture, separate laser wavelengths
used for transmit and receive~780 and 852 nm!. A CCD
camera, integrated with an external spotting scope wit
field of view of 6 deg, is used for initial alignment. Fin
alignment is achieved using an internal CCD camera wit
field of view of 1.5 mrad. The alignment gimbal is moto
ized and controlled by a serial computer interface, enab
remote alignment. RS-422 serial cables and RG-59 vi
coaxial cables can be strung from the TerraLink unit on
rooftop to a control room inside the building, enabling p
riodic realignment from the comfort of the control roo
~instead of the roof!. Once aligned, autotracking can b
incorporated to compensate for building sway. The div
gence of the transmit beam is 1 mrad. The TerraLink 8-6
system is presently the only commercial wireless sys
capable of transmitting data at OC-12 speeds of 622 Mb
The optics are similar to the TerraLink 8-155, with a sing
8 in. diameter aperture for both transmit and receive pa
The maximum clear weather range is 3.5 km.

The technology for the TerraLink laser communicati
system was fostered from the Ballistic Missile Defense O
ganization~BMDO! sponsored LEO satellite laser comm

Fig. 1 Narrow beam of the TerraLink laser communication system.
The narrow beam makes laser links a very secure means of com-
munication. It is very difficult to detect, intercept, or jam the trans-
mitted signal; however, the narrow beam also produces alignment
difficulties. A 1 mrad divergence (which is the divergence of the
TerraLink 8 series) produces a spot size of 1 m in diameter at a
range of 1 km.
3144 Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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nication program developed at AstroTerra Corporation4,5

~San Diego!. The Space Technology Research Vehic
~STVR!-2 satellite laser communication terminal~see Fig.
3! is scheduled to launch in May 1999. It will carry a mid
wave infrared~MWIR! camera along with the lasercom te
minal and other experimental payloads. Collected MW
data will be transmitted down via lasercom as part of
STRV-2 experiment. The satellite transceiver is designe
communicate to a ground terminal at a maximum data r
of 1.0 Gbps~two channels at 500 Mbps!. Each channel has
four 1 in. transmit aperture lasers, and are separated
right and left circular polarization. The receive aperture
5.5 in. in diameter. The lasercom transceiver is designed
satellite-to-ground ranges of 600 to 1800 km. The grou
station will consist of three 12 in. transmit apertures an
single 16 in. diameter receive aperture.6 The ground station
will be the baseline for a future terrestrial laser commu
cation unit with a maximum range of 50 km and maximu
data rate of 2.5 Gbps.

3 Terralink Link Budget

The laser power link budget for the first generation~1996!
TerraLink 8-155 as a function of link range~1, 4, and 8 km!
is shown in Fig. 4. The average power leaving the trans
aperture is measured to be 20 mW~13 dBm!. The mini-
mum average power required at the detector to give
modulation depth at 155 Mbits/s is 25 nW (246 dBm).
This specification is baselined for a bit error rate~BER! of
1029. The loss due to mispointing error is estimated to b
dB. Receiver optical losses were measured to be 9 dB.
geometrical spreading loss is simply the ratio of the surf
area of the receive aperture to the surface area of the tr
mit beam at the receiver. Since the transmit beam spre
constantly with increasing range at a rate determined by
divergence, the geometrical spreading loss depends pr
rily on the divergence and the range:

Geometrical spreading loss

5
Surface area of receive aperature

Surface area of transmit beam~at rangeR!

5
SAR

SAT1p/4~uR!2 ~1!
Fig. 2 TerraLink 8-155 transmitting 155 Mbps asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) during the 1996
Networld1Interop trade show in Las Vegas (left). The front view (right) shows the single 8 in. diameter
aperture used for both transmit and receive. Maximum clear weather range is 8 km and data rates are
adjustable from 1.5 to 230 Mbits/s. Computer-controlled alignment and autotracking are included as
optimal features.
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Fig. 3 AstroTerra/BMDO laser communication terminal mounted on the STRV-2 satellite top deck
(left) and close-up of the lasercom satellite transceiver (right). It is housed in a two-axis gimbal with a
5.5 in. receive aperture and 831 in. transmit and 231 in. beacon apertures. The maximum data rate
is 1.0 Gbits/s (two channels at 500 Mbits/s) and the LEO to ground range is 600 to 1800 km. The
lasercom transceiver is 13.5 in. tall311 in. wide313 in. deep. Including electronics, payload weight is
31 lb and peak power consumption is 90 W.
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where

SAR5 0.005 m2 for the TerraLink 4 and 0.025 m2 for
the TerraLink 8

SAT5 surface area of the transmit aperture50.005 m2

for the TerraLink 4 and 0.025 m2 for the
TerraLink 8

u 5 divergence53 mrad for the TerraLink 4 and 1
mrad for the TerraLink 8

R 5 range in meters.

As the range increases, the losses due to geomet
spreading increase~15 dB for 1 km, 27 dB for 4 km, and 33
dB for 8 km for the TerraLink 8-155!.
l

What remains in the link budget is the margin for loss
due to atmospheric effects. Atmospheric effects can be b
ken into two broad categories: losses due to atmosph
attenuation and losses due to atmospheric turbulence.
latter category is also broadly called scintillation, but al
includes laser beam wander and laser beam spreading.
margins for scintillation losses through an 8 in. apertu
were determined experimentally from a previous study.1 As
expected, the scintillation fade margin, which was ba
lined for a BER of 1029, was observed to increase wit
range~4 dB for 1 km, 6 dB for 4 km, and 9 dB for 8 km!.
The TerraLink multiple transmitter design reduces the
quired scintillation link margin compared to single tran
mitter products.3 What remains in the link budget after re
moving the empirical scintillation fade margin is th
Fig. 4 Link budget for the early revision of the TerraLink 8-155 as a function of link range. The
average power leaving the transmitter is 20 mW. Losses due to mispointing (3 dB) and receiver optical
losses (9 dB) are constant for all ranges. As the range increases, the losses due to geometrical
spreading increase. The margin for scintillation losses through an 8 in. receive aperture was empiri-
cally determined from a previous study1 and also increases with range. The remaining margin is
leftover for atmospheric attenuation. A continuous plot of allowable losses due to atmospheric attenu-
ation as a function of link range is shown in Fig. 7 in Section 5.
3145Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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Kim et al.: Wireless optical transmission . . .
margin for allowable atmospheric attenuation. This mar
for allowable atmospheric attenuation decreases with
range~28 dB for 1 km, 14 dB for 4 km, and 5 dB for 8 km!.
Combining this margin for atmospheric attenuation w
weather information determines the link range and av
ability of the TerraLink lasercom system. The determin
tion of the maximum clear weather range for each T
raLink model is explained in Section 5. A more detail
description of the effects of the atmosphere on laser be
propagation is presented in the next section.

4 Atmospheric Effects on Laser Beam
Propagation

Atmospheric effects on laser beam propagation can be
ken down into two categories: attenuation of the la
power and fluctuation of laser power due to laser be
deformation. Attenuation consists of absorption and sca
ing of the laser light photons by the different aerosols a
gaseous molecules in the atmosphere. Laser beam defo
tion occurs because of small-scale dynamic changes in
index of refraction of the atmosphere. This causes la
beam wander, laser beam spreading, and distortion of
wavefront or scintillation.

4.1 Atmospheric Attenuation

The attenuation of laser power in the atmosphere is
scribed by Beer’s law7:

t~R!5
P~R!

P~0!
5e2sR, ~2!

where

t(R) 5 transmittance at rangeR

P(R) 5 laser power atR

P(0) 5 laser power at the source

s 5 attenuation or total extinction coefficient~per
unit length!.

The attenuation coefficient is made up of four parts:

s5am1aa1bm1ba , ~3!

where

am 5 molecular absorption coefficient

aa 5 aerosol absorption coefficient

bm 5 molecular or Rayleigh scattering coefficient

ba 5 aerosol or Mie scattering coefficient.

Aerosols include finely dispersed solid and liquid particl
such as water droplets, ice, dust, and organic mater
Aerosols vary is size from a few molecules to 20mm in
radius. The important atmospheric molecules that have h
absorption in the IR band include water, CO2, ozone, and
O2. There are transmittance windows in the absorpt
spectra of these atmospheric molecules. We selected
wavelengths~780 and 852 nm! that fall inside these win-
dows, so atmospheric and aerosol absorption
3146 Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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negligible.7 Molecular or Rayleigh scattering varies asl24

~wherel is the wavelength! and is small at these near-IR
laser wavelengths. Therefore, aerosol or Mie scatter
dominates the total attenuation coefficient.8 Attenuation
due to Mie scattering is a function of the visibility and las
wavelength7:

s5ba5
3.91

V S l

550 nmD 2q

, ~4!

where

V 5 visibility in kilometers

l 5 wavelength in nanometers

q 5 the size distribution of the scattering particles

51.6 for high visibility (V.50 km)

5 1.3 for average visibility (6 km,V,50 km)

5 0.585V1/3 for low visibility ( V,6 km).

The decibel loss per kilometer for different visibility con
ditions in Table 1 are derived from the attenuation coe
cients calculated using Equation~4!. Laser communication
outages due to the attenuation of laser light can be a ser
problem during times of heavy fog.

4.2 Atmospheric Turbulence (Dynamic Laser Beam
Deformation)

Occasional bursterrors of the order of 1 ms or less oc
during laser communication transmission primarily due
small-scale dynamic variations in the index of refraction
the atmosphere. Atmospheric turbulence~i.e., wind! pro-
duces temporary pockets of air with slightly different tem
peratures, different densities, and thus different indices
refraction. These air pockets are continuously being crea
and then destroyed as they are mixed. Data can be lost
to beam wander and scintillation as the laser beam beco
deformed propagating through these index of refraction
homogeneities. The significance of each effect depends
the size of these turbulence cells with respect to the la
beam diameter. If the size of the turbulence cells is lar
than the beam diameter, the laser beam as a whole
domly bends, causing possible signal loss if the beam w
ders off the receiver aperture~see Fig. 5!. More commonly,
if the size of the turbulence cells is smaller than the la
beam diameter, ray bending and diffraction cause dis
tions in the laser beam wavefront.7 Small variations in the
arrival time of various components of the beam wavefro
produce constructive and destructive interference, and
sult in temporal fluctuations in the laser beam intensity
the receiver. These fluctuations in receive power are sim
to the twinkling of a distant star~see Fig. 6!. The constant
mixing of the atmosphere produces unpredictable turbu
cells of all sizes, resulting in received signal strength flu
tuations that are a combination of beam wander and s
tillation. Scintillation fluctuations occur on a time sca
comparable to the time it takes these cells to move ac
the beam path due to the wind. Scintillation fluctuations c
be reduced by using either multiple transmit beams or la
receive apertures, both of which are incorporated in
TerraLink system.2,3
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Fig. 5 Laser beam wander due to turbulence cells which are larger than the beam diameter.7
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5 Margin for Allowable Atmospheric Attenuation
and Effective Link Range

Figure 4 shows the margin for allowable atmospheric
tenuation at three discrete link ranges. A continuous plo
allowable losses due to atmospheric attenuation as a f
tion of link range is shown as the gray area under the cu
in the top plot of Fig. 7. The effective link range and ava
ability of the TerraLink 8-155 laser communication syste
depends on this margin for atmospheric attenuation and
local weather conditions. Since the laser wavelengths u
in the TerraLink~780 and 852 nm! are just outside of the
visible spectrum~400 to 700 nm!, we would expect the
laser light to be attenuated in a fashion similar to visib
light. Weather conditions that affect one’s ability to see a
distance, such as fog, snow and heavy rain, should a
the performance of a laser communication system. A
plotted in the top chart of Fig. 7, over the atmosphe
attenuation curve, are straight lines that correspond to
els of constant visibility or attenuation. The decibel loss p
kilometer attenuation coefficient at 780 nm for each visib
ity is shown in Table 1~attenuation at 852 nm is slightl
less!. These were calculated assuming Mie or aerosol s
tering as the dominant factor in the atmospheric attenua
@see Eq.~4!#. As visibility decreases, attenuation increas
and thus the slope of the line increases. Table 1 also sh
the International Visibility Code~IVC!, which correlates
weather condition with a visibility range.9 For example,
haze is defined as when the visibility is between 2 an
km. The IVC weather conditions are also displayed in
upper chart. The intersection of the visibility/attenuati
lines with the TerraLink 8-155 margin for atmospheric a
tenuation curve determines maximum link range for t
particular visibility/attenuation level. These intersecti
points are plotted in the bottom chart of Fig. 7, which r
sults in a link range as a function of the visibility curve f
the TerraLink 8-155. The solid gray portion indicates t
possible link ranges for each visibility. Since clear weath
is defined as a visibility of 10 to 20 km, the maximum cle
weather range for the TerraLink 8-155 is 8 km. As t
visibility decreases, the effective maximum link range d
creases. The values for effective link range in weathe
displayed in Table 1. Heavy fog can significantly decrea
the availability and link range of laser communicatio
equipment.
-

e
d

t

-

-

s

The effects of precipitation on the effective link range
the TerraLink 8-155 are shown in Fig. 8 and Table 1. Me
sured values of attenuation coefficient as a function of
erage rain rate10 were incorporated into the top chart of Fig
8 and Table 1. As the rain rate increases, the effective
range decreases. However, even in the heaviest rain~cloud-
burst 100 mm/h!, the maximum link range is still over 1 km
~as compared to the heaviest fog, which limits the li
range to 100 m!. Attenuation by fog is significantly greate
than attenuation by rain at these near IR wavelengths. T
is because the fog droplet radius~5 to 15 mm! is of the
order of the laser wavelengths, compared to rain drop
sizes10 ~200 to 2000mm!. This is not the case for micro
wave transmission, where the carrier wavelength is clo
to the size of a rain drop. Thus the attenuation of mic
waves by rain has a greater effect than attenuation by fo10

The effect of snow is between rain and fog.10 Table 1 sum-
marizes the effects of weather and precipitation on
maximum link range of the TerraLink 8-155. For th
shorter link ranges~less than 5 km!, the visibility is consis-
tently slightly less than the effective link range. As a ge
eral rule of thumb, if you can see the other side of the lin
the TerraLink 8-155 has enough margin to overcome atm
spheric attenuation and maintain the laser link.

Availability of the TerraLink systems can be estimat
from the visibility versus link range charts in Fig. 7 an
from regional historical visibility data. Historical visibility
data is available for most airports in the world.11 While the
quality and consistency of this visibility data can be que
tioned, we believe that most of the visibility data is of goo
enough quality to produce realistic predictions of availab
ity. The table in Fig. 9 shows examples of the historic
tabulated visibility data from hourly observations for La
Vegas, Nevada~good visibility!, San Diego, California~av-
erage visibility!, and St. John’s, Newfoundland~poor vis-
ibility !.

The greater than or equal to 4 mile visibility point
used as an example of how the availability as a function
link range curves are determined. From the table in Fig
the visibility is 4 miles or greater 99.8% of the time in La
Vegas, 92.8% of the time in San Diego, and 77.3% of
time in St. John’s. A visibility of 4 miles~6.4 km! corre-
sponds to a maximum link range of 5.9 km for the Te
Fig. 6 Scintillation or fluctuations in beam intensity at the receiver due to turbulent cells that are
smaller than the beam diameter.7
3147Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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3148 Optical Engi
Fig. 7 (top) TerraLink 8-155’s allowable margin for atmospheric attenuation as a function of link range
(gray area). Straight lines are decibel loss per kilometer in different visibility conditions assuming
losses are due to only Mie scattering. The intersection of the straight line with the atmospheric attenu-
ation curve indicates the link range for that particular weather condition. For example, in clear weather
the visibility is 20 km. This intersects the atmospheric attenuation curve at 8 km, indicating an 8 km
clear weather range. (bottom) TerraLink 8-155’s link range as a function of visibility (gray area). The
intersection points from Fig. 3 as plotted for visibilities from 0 to 20 km. As the visibility decreases, the
effective link range decreases. As a general rule of thumb, for the short ranges, the link range is
approximately equal to the visibility. If you can see the other side of the link, the TerraLink 8-155
lasercom link is operational.
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raLink 8-155 ~based on the visibility versus link rang
curve in Fig. 7!. The percentage frequency visibility ca
now be considered the percentage of availability or the p
centage of time that the TerraLink 8-155 should ha
enough margin to maintain a link at a range of 5.9 km.
the visibility percentages are converted to link range val
using the lower curve in Fig. 7 for the TerraLink 8-155, a
the resulting availability versus link range curves are sho
neering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
in Fig. 9 for the three cities. These availability curves ind
cate the minimum percentage of time that the TerraLin
will be operating at a BER of 10-9. Since the air over L
Vegas is clear (visibility>10 miles) 99.1% of the time, the
availability of TerraLink 8-155 system is close to 100% f
all link ranges. Las Vegas, Phoenix, El Paso, and sim
dry desert cities are ideal for laser communication beca
of their consistently clear air. San Diego’s TerraLink ava
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Fig. 8 (top) TerraLink 8-155 margin for precipitation attenuation and (bottom) maximum link range as
a function of precipitation.
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ability curves are more typical of most U.S. cities with
little visibility-restricting weather. In San Diego, the Te
raLink 8-155’s performance slowly degrades as the ma
mum link range is approached. The St. John’s, Newfou
land, availability curves are pushed down very low beca
of very poor weather and visibility. Laser communicatio
would not work well in these areas unless the ranges
very short or the application can handle some downtim
We are presently collecting availability data for the diffe
ent TerraLink systems to verify the accuracy of these av
ability curves. Since we are conservative in our link bu
gets, we believe actual TerraLink performance will
above these availability curves. However, it is very imp
tant to educate possible users of laser communication
 -

tems about the potential downtime of their laser link due
poor visibility weather.

6 Applications of Free-Space Lasercom in
Remote Network Connectivity

The TerraLink lasercom transceivers were designed to
simple full-duplex repeaters of the digital serial data to a
from the switch or router via fiber. On the transmit side, t
fiber is connected to the TerraLinks with a standard mu
mode fiber transceiver, which converts the input opti
signal to an electrical signal. The electrical signal is th
amplified by a laser driver that provides the current
modulate the laser diode. The modulation scheme is sim
3149Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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3150 Optical En
Table 1 TerraLink 8-155 International Visibility Code weather conditions9 and precipitation10 along
with their visibility, decibel loss per kilometer attenuation and maximum TerraLink 8-155 link range.
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on-off keying. On the receive side, the modulated light h
an APD or p- i -n detector, which turns the optical sign
back into an electrical signal. For data rates of 100 Mbps
greater, clock recovery is applied to the signal to square
the digital data because the pulses of laser light beco
slightly distorted after traveling through the atmosphe
This signal is then fed into a fiber transceiver, which sen
the signal down a fiber to the other switch or router. Ea
TerraLink has a transmitter and receiver, thus provid
full-duplex wireless communication. Other than the clo
recovery, the TerraLinks were designed to behave just a
a pair of fiber optic cables was strung though the air
tween the two buildings. Since the TerraLink transceiv
act as simple repeaters, they are protocol-independent
demonstrate their true protocol independence, example
TerraLink installations transmitting wireless fast ethern
~125 Mbps!, Fiber Distributed Data Interface~FDDI! ~125
Mbps!, asynchronous transfer mode~ATM ! ~155 and 622
Mbps!, and Enterprise Systems Connection~ESCON! ~200
Mbps! protocol data are shown.

6.1 Fast Ethernet Installation

The San Diego County Water Authority~SDCWA! needed
a high-speed fast ethernet connection between two o
buildings in downtown San Diego. Trenching fiber op
cable was not a solution because they planned to move
in 2 yr. The range between the two buildings was 61
There was a preexisting wireless rf system in place betw
gineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
f

o
f

t

the buildings, but it could provide only 2 Mbps of band
width. TerraLink 4-155s were installed in September 19
Although the specified maximum data transfer rate of f
ethernet is 100 Mbps, 4b/5b encoding increases the ac
line data rate to 125 Mbps. Once the clock recovery was
to 125 Mbps, the lasercom units behaved as if fiber was
between the two buildings, connecting their 3COM Sup
Stack fast ethernet switches. At 61 m, the designated m
gin for scintillation is 5 dB and the remaining margin fo
atmospheric attenuation is 35 dB. For this short range,
predicted minimum availability using the TerraLink 4-155
was 99.5% using the methods described in Section 5. A
initial installation, the link was tested using the GigaBe
660 Bit Error Rate Tester in the midafternoon, when t
effects of scintillation are the greatest.12 The bit error rate
test~BERT! confirmed a good link with a BER of,10210.

6.2 FDDI Installation

Star Telecommunication needed to expand their high-sp
FDDI LAN across the street at their Santa Barbara fac
ties. Because of Santa Barbara’s strict regulations on a
ing or blemishing city streets and infrastructure, Star Te
communications was prohibited from trenching fiber acro
the street or installing a large antenna microwave link.
stay within city building ordinances, custom mounts we
designed to enable the TerraLinks to be placed on the
in an unobtrusive location, while maintaining the line
sight between the two buildings. One building contained
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Fig. 9 (top) Historical tabulated visibility data used to calculate the TerraLink availability curves below.
The data is percentage frequency of visibility in miles from hourly observations and is available for
most airports in the world.11 For example, the visibility is greater than or equal to 3 miles 99.8% of the
time in Las Vegas, Nevada, 95.2% of the time in San Diego, California, and 80.7% of the time in St.
John’s, Newfoundland. (bottom) TerraLink 8-155 availabilities for Las Vegas (good visibility), San
Diego (average visibility), and St. John’s (poor visibility). These availability as a function of link range
curves were calculated from visibility versus link range curves (see Fig. 7) and historical visibility data.
They are baselined for a BER of 1029.
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CISCO 7315 router and the other building housed a C
lyst 5000 switch. The FDDI data rate is 100 Mbits/s. Just
with fast ethernet, FDDI adds 4b/5b encoding, which
creases the line data rate to 125 Mbps. The distance
tween the two buildings is 500 m. At 500 m, the TerraLi
4-155 has 5 dB of scintillation margin and 18.75 dB
atmospheric attenuation margin, and a predicted minim
availability of 99% for Santa Barbara. The BER measu
following initial installation was,10210. The TerraLink
4-155 was able to provide Star Telecommunications wit
fast and effective solution to their need for high-speed n
work connections to accommodate its rapid growth with
disturbing the historic land and buildings where the co
pany is located. They have been very satisfied with
uptime of the laser link and will be using new TerraLin
to extend their FDDI ring to two more recently acquire
buildings.

6.3 SONET OC-3 and OC-12 ATM Installation

Kaiser Permanente’s Technology Evaluation and Sup
Department~Pasadena, California! acquired a TerraLink 8-
155 for OC-3 ATM wireless connectivity and a TerraLin
8-622 for OC-12 ATM wireless connectivity. This hosp
tal’s immediate applications for testing the TerraLinks
cluded remote telemedicine for the timely transfer of lar
image files such as digital x-rays, and detailed med
video conferencing. The link range was 750 m, with ea
-

-

t

building housing FORE Forerunner ATM switches. For t
TerraLink 8-155 at 750 m range, the designated scinti
tion margin is 5 dB and the remaining atmospheric mar
is 30 dB, resulting in a predicted availability in Pasadena
99%. The TerraLink 8-622 has the same 5 dB for scintil
tion margin, but has 22 dB for atmospheric margin beca
the detector requires more light for full modulation depth
622 Mbps. For the wireless OC-12 link, the minimum pr
dicted availability was 98.5%. Initial error rates after insta
lation were,10211 for both data rates. Monitoring of the
OC-3 link with error analysis software associated with t
ATM switch indicated a daily pattern of increased erro
Measurements of misalignment due to building flexure
dicated that an active tracking system was necessar
maintain a solid link~more details of this are presented
Section 7!. The buildings were five and seven stories t
but were built structurally soft for seismic reasons. Trac
ing was installed and the daily error patterns were elim
nated. After the tracking was installed, further spot er
rate testing using an SONET protocol analyzer measu
the error rate in loopback mode as 2310210 over the
course of 10 min. The TerraLink 8-622 OC-12 unit w
installed in April 1998. We believe this is the first tim
OC-12 ATM data has been transmitted wirelessly in a p
duction computer network. Continual error monitoring
this link indicate that scintillation still causes zero to 4 bu
3151Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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errors per day. The burst errors vary in duration from 16
~10 bits! to 80 ms ~50,000 bits!. The overall BER is 2 to
331029.

6.4 ESCON Installation

Saudi Business Machines needed to provide an inte
tional banking customer with high-speed connectivity
their FDDI and ESCON† mainframe protocol systems
Government regulations required the bank to keep red
dant records of customer transactions on two mainfram
one in their head office and one in their data recovery c
ter, which were located approximately 2.2 km apart in
city of Riyadh. Unfortunately, fiber cabling was not read
available. Since a single company controls fiber installat
in the area, the time for completion of a fiber run can
long—sometimes more than two years. Licensing rest
tions in Saudi Arabia precluded the use of microwave
spread spectrum solutions. The most practical, secure s
tion was to connect the bank’s FDDI and ESCON ma
frame systems with free-space laser communication
tems. However, IBM’s ESCON protocol~data rate of 160
Mbps, line rate of 200 Mbps after 8b/10b encoding! is de-
signed to run over fiber-optic cabling and has very lo
tolerance for errors (,10212), which is lower than the Ter-
raLink’s 1029 baseline error rate. To verify if the Ter
raLink lasercom units were compatible with the ESCO
tolerance for errors, testing of the TerraLink system w
performed at the IBM Large Scale Computing Test Faci
located in Poughkeepsie, New York. Two TerraLink 4-1
units were configured for 200 Mbps~the TerraLink 4-155
has electronics identical to those of TerraLink 8-15
which were used in the actual installation!. Testing was
done at 4.5 and 10.7 m indoors. Neutral density filters w
used to simulate the effects of atmospheric attenuation,
could not replicate the dynamics of scintillation. ES/900‡

mainframes similar to the ones in Saudi Arabia were u
in the simulation. Serial channel activity monito
~SCAMs! were used to log single bit errors as well as co
violation errors. For the short range, no BER over thresh
was found for four hours of testing. Measurement of t
waveform out of the TerraLink was compared to the wa
form out of an ESCON channel fiber. The waveforms we
very similar except for at most 100 ps of jitter. An ove
night test at the longer range produced some bit errors,
these were determined to be related to damage of one o
optical units during shipping. This testing indicated that t
TerraLink lasercom transceivers were compatible with
ESCON protocol at the physical layer. This testing was a
the first time ESCON data has been transmitted over a f
space wireless optical channel.

Installation in Riyadh had some unusual environm
challenges, since the ambient daytime temperature in
the weather enclosure can reach 150°F in the summer,
beyond the operating specifications of the TerraLink el
tronics. Since two links were required~FDDI and ESCON!,
a pair of TerraLinks were required on each side. It w
possible to place the two units on each side very close
each other~within 1 m! enclosed within a single air cond

†ESCON is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.
‡ES/9000 is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.
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tioned structure without fear of interference or crosst
because two wavelengths are used by the TerraLink 8-
~780 and 852 nm!. Remote monitoring and adjustment o
alignment indicated that these buildings were also sub
to daily motions. The buildings were 10 and 8 stories ta
but were structurally stiffer than the Pasadena buildin
because of no seismic hazards. Tracking was later insta
to avoid daily manual corrections to alignment. Since t
initial installation, the FDDI link has been recently up
graded to an OC-3 ATM link. All that was required was a
adjustment of the clock recovery rate to 155 Mbits/s a
ATM wireless connectivity was established. For this lin
range of 750 m, the TerraLink 8-155 had 5 dB of scintill
tion fade margin and 21 dB for atmospheric attenuati
This resulted in a minimum predicted availability of 99%
This installation has met and exceeded the ESCON pr
col low BER specification. The very good lasercom err
rate is attributed to the generally good atmospheric con
tions in the desert climate.

7 Advantage of Tracking to Maintain Laser Link
Connectivity

As mentioned in Section 1, the TerraLink transmit las
beam’s divergence is very narrow~1 mrad for the Ter-
raLink 8 series and 3 mrad for the TerraLink 4 series!. The
narrow laser beam is great for security purposes, but ma
initial alignment and maintaining alignment critical issue
The mispointing allowance is 0.3 mrad for the TerraLink
series and 0.5 mrad for the TerraLink 4 series. Initial
TerraLink units are finely aligned to each other when th
are installed. Because of the small mispointing allowanc
it does not take much movement to mispoint a unit and t
break the laser link. Even if TerraLink terminals are i
stalled on stable, stiff platforms mounted directly into
building’s structure, the transceivers are still subject to m
alignment if the building sways or flexes. Thermal expa
sion and contraction of a building over a day or hea
winds can result in significant building sway. New build
ings in Southern California or other seismically active are
are especially vulnerable to building sway because they
designed to be able to withstand seismic activity by flexin
If building motion continually mispoints the TerraLin
units, an active tracking mechanism becomes necessa
maintain alignment.

A case study of building sway was performed at t
Kasier Permanente Technology Evaluation and Supp
Department in Pasadena. Two TerraLink 8-155 units w
installed between two of Kaiser’s buildings to provid
ATM wireless connectivity~recently, these units have bee
upgraded to the TerraLink 8-622 to provide 622 Mbits
OC-12 ATM connectivity!. The link range was 750 m. Th
TerraLink units use a CCD camera for alignment purpos
When properly aligned, the CCD camera~which has a field
of view of about 1.5 mrad! displays a centered spot from
the other transceiver. The centroid of this spot was mo
tored over a period of 3 days. The results of centroid m
tion are plotted as the two upper lines in Fig. 10. The c
troid motion was converted to milliradian movement aw
from the center. The data shows a distinctive pattern, wh
cycles every 24 hours. The maximum displacement fr
center is between 0.25 and 0.3 mrad. Also recorded du
this time were SONET and ATM cell errors, which a
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Fig. 10 (top curves) Mispointing due to building sway recorded over 3 days in Pasadena, California.
The building sway shows a 24 hour cyclical period with a maximum mispointing of 0.3 mrad (750 m
range). (lower curves) SONET packet errors per minute over the same 3 days. The errors also show
a 24 hour cyclical period and are mostly due to a combination of mispointing and scintillation.
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plotted on the bottom portion of Fig. 10. The number
errors per minute also had a cyclical pattern, which
peated itself every 24 hours. The time of maximum er
did not correlate directly to time of maximum misalign
ment. It seemed to occur in the early evening, ruling
scintillation as the only cause of the errors~except for the
large peak of errors in the middle of the last day!. Most
likely, the peak errors were due to a combination of m
alignment and scintillation. If the TerraLink units ar
slightly misaligned, the outer portion of the beam is gen
ally weaker and more subject to scintillation effects. A
autotracking mechanism that keeps the centroid of the
centered on the CCD camera was subsequently installe
Kaiser. The tracking system moves motors on the ou
gimbal of the unit, to accurately point the beam. The err
in Fig. 10 were with a TerraLink 8-155 before trackin
The unit has since been upgraded to a TerraLink 8-6
Since slow tracking has been installed, the BER has
creased significantly from what is shown in the graph
Fig. 10 to a much more acceptable BER of 2 to 331029.

8 Conclusions

The transmission of high-speed computer network d
normally channeled through fiber optic cable, has been s
cessfully demonstrated using free-space laser commun
tion. Free-space laser communication is subject to at
spheric effects, such as attenuation and scintillation, wh
can reduce availability and introduce burst errors. It is i
portant to understand the effects of weather on the per
mance of the laser link. Characteristics of the optical des
of the TerraLink lasercom system have reduced the eff
of atmospheric scintillation and have increased link m
gins, thus greatly increasing the availability or uptime
the laser link. Accurate estimates of these higher laser
availability can be calculated from link budgets and histo
cal local visibility data. In addition, tracking technology h
nullified the effects of building movement, which was
major cause of misalignment or downtime in the past. T
net effect is that, in most cases, lasercom availability can
t
t

.
-

,
-
-

-

-

98% or greater. Case studies of the successful remote w
less optical transmission of fast ethernet, FDDI, ATM, a
ESCON data were presented. In these situations, ide
fiber optical cabling would have been the first choice. Ho
ever, because of economical or logistical reasons fiber
not possible, so free-space lasercom was the solution
each case, there was no noticeable difference in per
mance by using laser communication. We are not sugg
ing that laser communication is the perfect replacement
all fiber installations. We are suggesting that, because
significant improvements to the reliability and cost of fre
space lasercom equipment, it can be now considered a
rious, and in some cases a very attractive, alternative
fiber. Lasercom can also provide a reliable and co
effective backup to existing fiber optic infrastructure.

9 Future Work

Technological improvements to the TerraLink product li
include designing lasercom systems that transmit at 1
Gbps~for gigabit ethernet: 1.0 Gbps data rate with 8b/1
encoding! and 2.5 Gbps~OC-48! for telecommunication
applications. We are also developing larger aperture la
oom systems, in conjunction with our ground-to-satell
terminal,6 which will have much longer ranges~25 to 50
km!. This will enable laser communication to enter th
long-haul telecommunications market.

AstroTerra, in conjunction with the Center for Wireles
Communication at the University of California, San Dieg
~UCSD!, is currently installing a high-speed wireless com
munications network in San Diego using the TerraLink
622 transceivers. The network hub is at UCSD, and a t
of six links are planned~five of the links are shown in Fig
11!. The LaserNet will provide users with access to OC-
~622 Mbps! wireless communication and data connectivi
All of these links of various ranges will be continuall
monitored for availability, scintillation, building sway, vis
ibility and other standard meteorological parameters. T
extensive information database will be used to update
improve the accuracy of the TerraLink link budgets and
3153Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 12, December 1998
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Fig. 11 San Diego LaserNet (not to scale).
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availability curves. This data will also be used to achiev
better fundamental understanding of laser transmiss
through the atmosphere. Present LaserNet research
volves determining the effects of the atmosphere on
higher level protocol throughput of computer networ
connected with free-space laser communication. This
search will enable us to continue to improve our laserc
units not only from a physical layer 1 level, but also fro
an overall network performance level. Engineering i
provements in the design of the TerraLink systems to f
ther reduce the effects of scintillation and improve perf
mance in poor weather will also be tested in the LaserN
The primary purpose of the San Diego LaserNet is to de
onstrate that laser communication is a viable hig
bandwidth alternative to fiber optic cabling. This will hop
fully lead to a better acceptance of free-space la
communication in the networking and telecommunicat
industry.
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